Flow Chart for GIFTS
This decision tree
will apply to most
physical gifts

This decision tree
will apply to
honours or awards

(The annotations refer to relevant paragraphs of ST/AI/2010/1)

3.3 & 5.1
Staff Member

Staff Member

3.1
You have been presented with an
unanticipated gift from a governmental or
non-governmental source

You are being offered (i.e. considered,
nominated or selected) to receive a gift
from a government source or from an
entity doing or looking to do business with
the UN?

no

yes

no

Can you politely decline?

You are being offered (i.e. considered,
nominated or selected) to receive a gift
from a non- government source?

3.1

Politely
decline

yes

5.1
yes

Politely decline

no
3.2

yes
Is it because:
It was already delivered?
Refusal would cause
embarrassment?

no

Politely decline

Can you politely decline?
no

yes

4.1

yes

3.1

Seek prior approval by notifying the AO in
writing of:

Then:
1.
Receive on behalf of the UN
2.
Report to AO the following:
name & title of recipient
the circumstance that led to gift
the name and role of the donor
the nature of the honour,
decoration, favour or gift
date of receipt
3.
Entrust to AO

5.1

1. name & title of intended recipient
2. the circumstances of the offer
3. the name and role of the donor
4. the nature of the honour, decoration,
favour or gift
5. estimated value
5.2
Administering Official
Log in Gift Registry
Forward request for prior approval to
the ASG/OHRM

Administering Official
4.2 (a)

Log in Gift Registry
Is the gift from an entity doing
business or seeking to do business
with the UN?

yes

Decline & Return to donor
and log out of Registry

no
4.2 (b)
Is the gift of essentially nominal value?

Authorize SM to
retain it and log out of
Registry

yes

Assistant Secretary-General - OHRM
Determine whether to approve offer,
provided that:
a) it’s

FRR
3.11

Memo
OCSS

no
Does it have a legitimate business
purpose?

yes

- Seek USG/DM approval
- have OICT set up
- include in inventory
- issue

yes

Dispose pursuant to
OCSS/PMO instructions

no
Does the item fall under my
delegated authority to dispose?
no

4.2 (c)

4.2 (d)

5.3

Does the
honour,
decoration,
favour or gift
include
remuneration or
monies?

yes

Does it arise as
a consequence
of performing
UN duties and
responsibilities?

Arrange for its deposit to
the Organization’s bank
account, log out of
Registry

yes
no

c) it does not include remuneration or
monies arising as a consequence of
performing UN duties and
responsibilities; where it does, consult
with SM, AO & the Controller to
arrange for its deposit, if necessary.
Inform the AO of your decision

SM may be authorized to
retain it, log out of
Registry

Administering Official

5.2

Inform SM of ASG’s decision
Log out Gift Registry

no
All high value gifts must be
transferred to the PMO for proper
disposal
Log out of Registry
Property Management Official

4.3

All items retained in the inventory of the
Organization shall be disposed of by the
PMO pursuant to financial rule 105.22,
the manner of disposal shall include:
1. retention for use by the Organization
(e.g. loaned out for educational or
display purposes)
2. donation
3. sale *
4. discard
*proceeds donated to Memorial Fund
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